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INFLUENCE OF RADIATION INDUCED DEFECTS ON
LUMINESCENCE OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS

Sh.G.Boboyarova, J.D.Ibragimov, A.A.Mustafakulov, R.T.Turdiev

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences, Tashkent

We explored spectra of photo-, gamma- and thermoluminescence ( PL, GL, TL ) of

quartz crystals, irradiated with different fluences neutrons, protons and deutons. It was found

that increasing fluence of incident particles brings about reducing an intensity of band at 490

nm imputable to the glow of self trapped excitons. In spectra PL, GL and TL of quartz,

irradiated with neutron fluences >5-1016 n-cm"2, there are the bands with maxima at 550, 660

nm, stipulated by neutron induced (3- and amorphous phases of quartz. Growth of intensities
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of bands 550 and 660 nm is slow at fluences < 10 n-cm" and sharp at fluences >10 n-cm" .

Above 10! n-cm"2 intensity of band 550 nm decreases, but intensity 660 nm continues to

increase. This is stipulated by appearance of nucleus of (3-phase, and consequently glass-like

phase, probability of which sharply increases in the interval of fluences 10l8-1019 n-cm"2. At

fluences >1019 n-cm"2 reduces the concentration of the nucleus p-phase due to interaction

between themselves, also the amorphous phase of quartz forms , stipulating an appearance of

band 460 nm.

In PL, GL, TL spectra of quartz, irradiated with fluences >10 n-cm"2, an unknown

band with maximum at 840 nm has been first discovered with the intensity increasing up to

5-1019 n-cm"2, but then decreasing. Appearance of the glow centres is due to silicon

nanocrystals formed under effect of neutrons. The glow centre nature and the mechanism of

its luminescence are not clear yet.

The bands at 550 and 660 nm are observed also in crystals, irradiated by fluences of

protons (E = 18 MeV ), deutons (E = 16 MeV ) 4-1014 and 1015 cm"2. In the crystals, irradiated

with the same fluence under different current density beam, the increasing of density of

current brings about the intensities grows of bands 550 and 660 nm. The obtainted date allow

to suppose that the nuclues of p- and amorphous phases form due to losses of energy of

impact particles spent on excitation, ionization and on displacements of atoms. The increase

of defectness of structure relieves formation of nucleus p- and amorphous phases of quartz.
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